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SCENE 1 CLIPS OF VINTAGE TELEVISION

NARRATOR

Over the last century, media and

culture have changed significantly.

Information is relayed faster than

we ever thought possible. We as a

human race have done things that

were once thought to be impossible.

CUT TO SHOT OF MOON LANDING.

SFX

"That’s one small step for man, one

giant leap for mankind."

NARRATOR

Even though the media has brought

us 100 steps forward, in many areas

we have gone back 100. Today we are

going to look at how the media has

influenced us as a people and the

repercussions we have suffered

because of it.

SCENE 2 OPENING SEQUENCE

SCENE 3 THE HONEYMOONERS AND I LOVE LUCY

NARRATOR

In the early days of television

women were depicted as housewives

with little or no say in household

decisions.(LUCY SFX), always trying

to get in a mans world.(LUCY) The

man typically was the sole

breadwinner and in charge of the

house.(Honeymooners SFX) This was

the norm for television in the

1950’s through almost the late

70’s. (Montage of Honeymooners,

Bewitched, all in the family, the

jeffersons.)

SCENE 4 THE 60’S

NARRATOR

The 1960’s brought a new kind of

woman to the small screen, magical

women. Shows suddenly gave women

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

NARRATOR (cont’d)
magical abilities but yet they were

still unable to get out of the role

of housewife. In the case of I

Dream of Jeannie, Jeannie was

enslaved to Major Nelson, or in

other words obligated to do

whatever he wished.(SFX

JEANNIE)Towards the end of the 60’s

yet another kind of woman was

brought before our eyes, the

beautiful woman. This would

reinforce the idea that girls are

defined by their bodies. We would

see shows introducing the feminine

bombshell. (montage Gilligan,

Charlies angels, dynasty, Wonder

Woman.) This trend still rides

strong today (Big Bang, Two and a

Half, Two Broke Girls.)In these

shows, women’s beauty are

exemplified and are sometimes shown

to be the most important part of

the female character rather than

brains.(Three’s Company.) The 80’s

brought us the independent working

woman. Shows like the Cosby Show

and Murphy Brown showed us women

can be both beautiful, smart, and

independent. Toward the end of the

80’s through the 90’s television as

taught us that beauty in women is

treasured above everything else.

(Married... With Children) One of

the running gags on the sitcom

Seinfeld is the bizarre reasons the

characters have for dumping their

girlfriends. (Montage). Today

things havent changed much but

television has been very liberal

with sex. MTV has evolved from the

respected revolutionary music

channel to the lair of all that is

trashy. How has our society been

affected? For one we are obsessed

with beauty. Women are bombarded by

advertisements [for Makeup, Shoes,

Clothes, Perfumes, Diets, Exercise

products, acne creams and so on].

Talk shows constantly emphasize the

importance of a women’s beauty. But

maybe that’s just the multi-billion

dollar cosmetic industry talking

(MORE)
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CONTINUED: 3.

NARRATOR (cont’d)
The insanity must stop. Women are

being tormented by themselves and

by the media. The subject of weight

has been the focus of many

Americans. This has caused an

increase in eating disorders among

women. According to the National

Eating Disorders Association, 81%

of 10 year olds are afraid of being

fat.The epidemic is on the rise.

When we turn to the media we are

told we are fat and ugly. Oh and

dont forget body hair.[Russell

Peters bit] Why do we find pubic

hair to be so gross? [montage]

Because the media tell us so. The

media not only changed how we see

ourselves but morals and values

have changed too. Consequence free

sex has been widely depicted on

television over the last two

decades. [montage] Sex had made its

way in to television in the 1970’s

and gradually became more and more

liberal. Interestingly enough since

that time unplanned pregnancies and

divorce rates have sky

rocketed.[Roper sfx] Many teens and

young adults are engaging in sexual

activities that are almost

considered mundane today. The

single parent is becoming a more

frequent figure in modern times.

The media is taking full advantage

reaping all the benefits of our

misfortunes. But what can be done

to stop these disturbing trends?

Developing high self esteem may not

be an easy task but it is

achievable with a lot of hard work.

If we were all comfortable with

ourselves,the cosmetic industry,

the fashion industry and to some

degree the diet and exercise

industry would be powerless against

us. Women could finally stand up

and be themselves, not what the

media wants them to be... most

media.

Cut to Mr. Rogers singing "It’s You I Like" and slowly FADE

OUT.


